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Introduction
‘‘We are living in a world of perpetual novelty, in which no
experience is ever exactly repeated. Yet paradoxically, we don’t
feel that each situation is new, often finding it familiar, and overall
we are able to adapt our behavior to each one.’’ (Holyoak and
Thagard 1997). This ability to adapt our behavior relies on 2
fundamental (and interacting) properties of the human brain: the
capacity to build and maintain mental representations that guide
our actions and the capacity to find similarities between these
distinct representations, for example, between past experiences
and the present situation. This ability to find similarities between
distinct situations or sets of stimuli, though they are not identical,
is a key component of analogical reasoning.
The use of analogical reasoning in human behavior is
fundamental. Children learn new words and concepts by analogy
to ones previously learned. Adults use analogies to understand,
explain, or create abstract ideas and concepts. Analogical
reasoning is thus central for learning and abstract thinking
(Gentner 1983; Kotovsky and Gentner 1996; Gentner and
Holyoak 1997; Holyoak and Thagard 1997), to solve new
problems and to make predictions, to adapt our behavior to
changing situations, and for creative thinking (Holyoak and
Kroger 1995; French 2002; Bowdle and Gentner 2005; Geake and
Hansen 2005). In this context, understanding analogical reasoning and its neural correlates has implications in understanding
higher level cognitive functions and human behavioral adapta-

tion, particularly in the fields of medicine, education and
communication (Gentner and Holyoak 1997; Kolodner 1997).
In analogical reasoning, a more familiar situation (called the
source) is used to make inferences about a less familiar
situation (called the target). But also, establishing an analogy
between 2 situations can give rise to a general schema or
abstract representation that encompasses both (Gentner 1983;
Gentner et al. 1993; Gentner and Markman 1997; Holyoak and
Thagard 1997; Gentner and Medina 1998; Blanchette and
Dunbar 2000). But how is such an analogy established?
According to the predominant cognitive models, the ‘‘structure
mapping theory’’ (Gentner 1983; Gentner et al. 1993; Gentner
and Holyoak 1997) and the ‘‘multiconstraint theory’’ (Holyoak
and Thagard 1995, 1997), analogy depends on mapping
elements of the source and target. The mapping takes place
not only between elements but also between relations linking
these elements. In fact, these relations describe particular
aspects of the ‘‘structure’’ of an object/situation (or how the
elements are organized in the object/situation). In other words,
the mapping is based on relational or structural similarity
(Gentner et al. 1993; Holyoak and Thagard 1995; Gentner and
Markman 1997). In this respect, analogical reasoning is a form
of ‘‘relational reasoning.’’ Thus, analogical thinking includes
conceptualization and abstract thought because of the need to
generate mental representations of the structure. And it
includes mapping based on relational or structural similarities
(Blanchette and Dunbar 2000; Markman and Gentner 2000).
Analogical reasoning has been extensively studied in experimental psychology (Gentner 1983; Gentner et al. 1993;
Kotovsky and Gentner 1996; Gentner and Holyoak 1997;
Gentner and Markman 1997; Holyoak and Thagard 1997;
Gentner and Medina 1998; Blanchette and Dunbar 2000;
Markman and Gentner 2000; Spellman et al. 2001; Bowdle and
Gentner 2005) and computational modeling (Jani and Levine
2000; French 2002), but its cerebral basis is poorly understood.
The small number of imaging studies that have explored analogical reasoning have pointed to one region in particular, located
in the rostral prefrontal cortex (rostral PFC), approximately
Brodmann area 10 (BA10), as playing a central role in analogical
reasoning and also in complex relational reasoning (Prabhakaran
et al. 1997; Waltz et al. 1999; Wharton et al. 2000; Christoff et al.
2001; Kroger et al. 2002; Luo et al. 2003; Bunge, Wendelken et al.
2005; Geake and Hansen 2005; Green et al. 2006, 2008, 2010;
Wendelken, Nakhabenko et al. 2008; Bunge et al. 2009; Cho et al.
2009). Studies in children have shown that the development of
these abilities is associated with the maturation of this region
(Dumontheil et al. 2008; Crone et al. 2009).
In other domains, functional imaging studies show that
hemodynamic changes in BA10 can occur not only in many
different cognitive paradigms involving high-level cognition,
such as memory (Christoff and Gabrieli 2000; Simons et al. 2005,
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Analogical reasoning is central to learning and abstract thinking. It
involves using a more familiar situation (source) to make inferences
about a less familiar situation (target). According to the predominant
cognitive models, analogical reasoning includes 1) generation of
structured mental representations and 2) mapping based on
structural similarities between them. This study used functional
magnetic resonance imaging to specify the role of rostral prefrontal
cortex (PFC) in these distinct processes. An experimental paradigm
was designed that enabled differentiation between these processes,
by temporal separation of the presentation of the source and the
target. Within rostral PFC, a lateral subregion was activated by
analogy task both during study of the source (before the source could
be compared with a target) and when the target appeared. This may
suggest that this subregion supports fundamental analogy processes
such as generating structured representations of stimuli but is not
specific to one particular processing stage. By contrast, a dorsomedial subregion of rostral PFC showed an interaction between task
(analogy vs. control) and period (more activated when the target
appeared). We propose that this region is involved in comparison or
mapping processes. These results add to the growing evidence for
functional differentiation between rostral PFC subregions.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Sixteen right-handed healthy volunteers (6 men and 10 females; ages
22--34, mean 26.5) participated in this study. The experiment was
approved by the local research ethics committee. All subjects provided
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written informed consent. Participants were paid £15 as approved by
the local research ethics committee. No participant had a significant
history of neurological or psychiatric disorders nor was he/she taking
psychoactive prescription medication.
Experimental Paradigm
General Principles
Participants performed a series of trials during 4 blocks of 12 minutes
each in the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner (total duration
of 1 h, including functional and structural imaging), preceded by 15 min
of explanation and training outside the MRI scanner and followed by
15 min of written debriefing (Fig. 1).
The tasks required participants to make comparisons between sets of
stimuli and to choose which sets matched, depending on a written
instruction displayed with the sets. The instruction indicated that
participants should perform either analogical judgment (‘‘analogy’’ task)
or identity judgment (‘‘match’’ task). On each trial, participants were
presented with a source set and 2 target sets. Subjects were asked to decide
which of the 2 target sets went with the source set. The stimuli we used for
both tasks were sets of 2 or 3 letters, varying in different dimensions: size,
color, texture, orientation, number, or identity. The analogy and match
tasks were equated in terms of visual and temporal features.
Examining the Self-Generation of Representations with 2
Experimental Conditions: Analogy and Match
The match task required participants to judge if 2 different sets shared
a particular attribute. These sets were not identical in all respects, but
the instruction told the participants which attribute was relevant. Thus,
there were different instructions for this task: ‘‘Match letters?’’ (match
the identity of the letters), ‘‘Match figures?’’ (match the identity of the
written numbers), ‘‘Match colors?,’’ ‘‘Match sizes?,’’ ‘‘Match numbers?’’
(match the quantity of stimuli), and ‘‘Match texture?’’ (match the filling
of the stimuli). Thus, in the match task, participants’ decisions were
based on perceptual attributes of the external stimuli.
The analogy task required participants to find similarities between the
structures (relationships between the constitutive stimuli) of 2 sets of
stimuli. In contrast with the match task, the similarity between 2 sets did
not concern a common attribute but rather a common organization—the
structure—of the stimuli. Thus, in the analogy task, the decision was
based on a self-generated internal representation of this structure.
In total, there were 7 different ‘‘rules’’ to discover, which were not
used during the training. These rules were either visuospatial or
mathematical. They could be verbalized as ‘‘linear increase of a feature
of the 3 stimuli in the set,’’ ‘‘symmetry around the stimulus in the
middle,’’ ‘‘mirror image,’’ ‘‘the first stimulus is different from the
2 others,’’ ‘‘the first plus the second gives the third stimulus,’’ ‘‘the first
minus the second gives the third stimulus,’’ ‘‘the last is a multiple of the
first.’’ Each ‘‘rule’’ was presented 4 times in each block and was repeated
with different stimuli from block to block. There were 2 types of
analogy task that used the same rules: intradimension and crossdimension analogies (see Fig. 1). In intradimension task, analogy
concerned the same dimension in the source and target (e.g., increase
in size of the stimuli in both the source and the target). In the
crossdimension task, analogy concerned different dimensions (for
instance, increase in size of the stimuli in the source and increase in
color lightness of the target stimuli).
During the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) session,
14 crossdimension analogy trials, 14 intradimension analogy trials, and
14 match trials were randomly presented during each of 4 blocks.
Isolation of the Mapping Processes: Separation in Time within
a Trial
Each trial began with a written instruction, followed by the display of the
source set of letters alone. Following a delay of random duration (3--6 s.), 2
different target sets additionally appeared (one on the lower part, the
other on the upper part of the right side of the screen). The participant
then had up to 8.5 s to choose the target set that matched the source, by
pressing the lower or the upper button of a response keypad held in the
right hand. The button press triggered the disappearance of the sets, and
the display of immediate visual feedback (random duration: 0.3--0.7 s), in
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2006; Gilbert, Spengler, Simons, Steele et al. 2006), prospective
memory (Burgess et al. 2000, 2001), multitasking and task
switching (Koechlin et al. 1999; Burgess et al. 2000; Braver and
Bongiolatti 2002; Koechlin and Hyafil 2007), relational integration (Christoff et al. 2001; Kroger et al. 2002; Reynolds et al. 2006;
De Pisapia and Braver 2008), theory of mind (Frith and Frith
2006) but also in simpler attentional tasks and even during ‘‘rest’’
(Gusnard and Raichle 2001; Raichle et al. 2001; Christoff et al.
2004; Mason et al. 2007). General theories about the functional
role of the rostral PFC have been drawn recently from these
multiple results. Most of these theories focus on the critical
component that is involved in all the tasks activating rostral PFC
(Bunge 2004; Courtney 2004; Ramnani and Owen 2004;
Reynolds et al. 2006; Badre 2008). For some authors, the rostral
PFC is associated with the processing of abstract information
(Christoff et al. 2003; Christoff and Keramatian 2006) or more
generally in biasing attention toward stimulus-oriented or
stimulus-independent thoughts (Burgess et al. 2005, 2006;
Gilbert et al. 2005; Burgess, Dumontheil, and Gilbert 2007;
Burgess, Gilbert, and Dumontheil 2007; Gilbert et al. 2007). For
others, rostral PFC is involved in coordinating a main goal with
different subgoals or outcomes (Koechlin et al. 1999; Braver and
Bongiolatti 2002; Ramnani and Owen 2004) or in relational
integration (Christoff et al. 2001; Kroger et al. 2002; Reynolds
et al. 2006; De Pisapia and Braver 2008). However, the large size
of the rostral PFC and its activation in various studies suggest that
it may be heterogeneous and involved in different processes.
Indeed, a recent meta-analysis from Gilbert, Spengler, Simons,
Steele et al. (2006) provided strong evidence for functional
specialization within BA10.
The aim of this study was to investigate the role of the rostral
PFC in distinct processes involved in analogical reasoning.
Considering the predominant cognitive models (Gentner 1983;
Holyoak and Thagard 1995), we explored the following
questions, equally consistent with recent theories on BA10
functions: Is activation in the rostral PFC associated with the
generation of an abstract representation of the relations
between objects or is it associated with the mapping of
different representations? Further, are these distinct processes
supported by different rostral prefrontal subregions?
In order to answer these questions, we devised a novel
analogy paradigm that allowed us to isolate, for the first time, the
processes involved in mapping from those involved in selfgeneration of relational representations. For this purpose, we
used 2 experimental manipulations. First, we compared an
analogy task with a control task in which subjects had to match
the attributes of the stimuli without generating structured
representations. This comparison allowed identification of the
network involved in generating and processing these representations. Second, we separated in time the presentation of the
source from the presentation of the target. Thus, the comparison
of the source and the target period of the analogy task allowed
us to isolate the mapping processes, which only take place
during target presentation, whereas generation of structured
representations takes place in the source period as well.

the form of a green circle for correct responses and a red circle for errors.
Button press and feedback constituted the response period. Immediately
after this feedback, an intertrial interval (ITI) with a blank screen was
presented. Its duration was automatically generated by subtracting the
reaction time from a pseudorandom duration between 8.5 and 10.5 s. This
allowed us to equalize mean trials durations by compensating for
variations in response time across trials.
With this experimental design, subjects could not compare the
source and target sets until the target set appeared. Thus, the mapping
processes only took place during the target period. Before the onset of
the target display (i.e., during the source period), they could only
analyze the source set and generate mental representations about its
structure. Thus, the separation in time of the source and the target
display allowed isolation of the mapping process (only in target period)
from the formation of relational representations (in both periods).
However, although we modeled these periods separately and jittered
durations, the target may not be fully independent from the source,
because source and target always and necessarily appear in this same
successive order. This is inherent of an analogy task, and altering this
sequence would have engaged other cognitive processes and altered
the validity of inferences. Conscious of this limitation, we did not
directly compare source and target periods but only looked at task
effects and at interactions between tasks and periods.
Debriefing and Evaluation
After the scanning, participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire
and to perform another short task called the ‘‘evaluation task.’’ The
questionnaire assessed the conscious strategies used by the subjects in
each task and period to evaluate the difficulty of the tasks. They could

also provide free comments about the experiment. The evaluation task
aimed to assess whether participants were able to recognize the rules
that they encountered in the analogy tasks. This part involved
presenting single sets of 2 or 3 stimuli, as in the source period of the
analogy task but without presenting a forthcoming target. The
participants had to describe the rule underlying the organization of
the stimuli in the set. They were told that this task concerned the same
rules as those used in the fMRI tasks. All participants but one performed
this evaluation test. To allow evaluation of whether the rules had been
learned during the experiment, we also submitted this task to another
group of 12 healthy volunteers who did not perform the analogy tasks.

fMRI Scan Acquisition
Visual stimuli were generated by a PC computer and projected using an
active matrix video projector onto a screen positioned at the foot end
of the MRI scanner bore. Participants viewed the screen through
a mirror mounted on the head coil. Subjects’ head motion was
restricted by using cushions. Responses were given using an MRIcompatible keypad, and accuracy and response times were recorded.
Whole-brain gradient echo planar MR images were acquired using
a Siemens TIM Avanto 1.5-T MRI scanner at the Birkbeck-UCL Centre for
NeuroImaging, London. Functional and structural images were acquired
during the same session. Functional images were T2-weighted echo
planar images (a 64 3 64 matrix; 3.5 3 3.5 3 3.5-mm voxels; time echo
[TE]: 40 ms; time repetition [TR]: 2500 ms; flip angle: 90) sensitive to
blood oxygen level--dependent (BOLD) contrast. Each volume comprised
33 interleaved axial slices aligned to the AC--PC plane, allowing coverage
of most of the brain, except for the cerebellum and inferior aspects of
Cerebral Cortex Page 3 of 13
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Figure 1. Experimental design and tasks. Experimental design consisted of 2 different tasks: Match and Analogy, with the latter subdivided into crossdimension and
intradimension conditions.

the occipital lobes. For each of the 4 blocks of the experiment, 288
volumes were acquired, lasting 12 min. The first 3 volumes were
discarded to allow for signal equilibration effects. Structural scans were
obtained with a 3D T1-weighted sequence, composed of 160 slices of
1-mm thickness with an in-plane resolution of 1 3 1 mm (256 3 224
matrix; TE: 5.6 ms; TR: 120 ms; and flip angle: 19).
Behavioral Analysis
Accuracy and response times were analyzed for all conditions (i.e.,
match task, intradimension, and crossdimension analogy tasks).
Statistical analyses used paired t-tests to compare conditions. For the
evaluation phase, the number of rules that were discovered by the fMRI
group after the fMRI session was compared with another group of
subjects who did not perform the experiment before, using a t-test.

Whole-Brain Analysis
To test hypotheses about regionally specific condition effects,
parameter estimates were compared using linear contrasts. Separate
analyses of signal change were performed for the different periods of
the tasks (Friston 1997). Specifically, the analyses focused on signal
change during source and target periods in analogy and match
conditions. Effects of interest were then assessed at the second level
in a random effects analysis. Group analyses were performed using
repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the contrast
images resulting from individual analysis (Friston 2002). ANOVA was
performed to analyze not only the task effects but also the interaction
between tasks and periods (source and target). Statistical maps were
analyzed at an uncorrected threshold of P < 0.001 with a cluster size
of 10 contiguous voxels and at a familywise error (FWE)-corrected
threshold of P < 0.05.
Region of Interest (ROI) Analyses
Two sets of ROI analyses were performed. The first set was performed
on ROIs identified in the whole-brain analysis. Firstly, it was aimed to
investigate whether the observed differences in activation between
analogy and match tasks were associated with differences in reaction
times between the 2 tasks. In this set of analyses, ROIs were defined as
spheres of 8-mm radius, centered on the BA10 activation peaks from
the whole-brain contrasts. Parameter estimates for each regressor of
interest were extracted using MARSBAR (http://marsbar.sourceforge
.net/), separately for each subject. In these ROIs, we correlated the
difference between mean analogy and match estimates with the
Page 4 of 13 Analogical Reasoning and Rostral Prefrontal Cortex
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Results
Behavioral Results
Both analogy and match tasks were performed with a high degree
of accuracy (80% vs. 94.5% correct, respectively), with lower
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fMRI Analysis
fMRI data were analyzed using SPM5 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
software/spm5/). The preprocessing of functional and structural
volumes was performed using the default parameters of SPM5.
Functional volumes were realigned, coregistered with the structural
images, normalized into the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
template, using 2 3 2 3 2 voxels, and smoothed with an isotropic 8-mm
full-width, half-maximum Gaussian kernel.
The variance in BOLD signal of the time series was decomposed in
a general linear model (Friston et al. 1995). Activation associated
transiently with different stimuli was modeled using delta functions
convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. Subjectspecific models were constructed using separate regressors for each
condition (match, crossdimension, and intradimension tasks, restricted
to correct trials only). Each condition was modeled with 3 regressors
coding for each period of the trial (source alone, source and target, and
response), yielding a total of 9 regressors of interest. Three additional
regressors (one for each period of a trial) coded for analogy trials
where an error was made. These unsuccessful trials were modeled but
not analyzed. Error trials in the match condition were not modeled
because they were too rare (mean error rate: 5.5%). Another regressor
was used to model the instruction period, regardless of the
forthcoming task. In addition to these 13 regressors of interest, the
full model included residual movement parameters and the constant
mean over scans. A temporal cut-off of 128 s was applied to filter lowfrequency drift. Parameter estimates for each regressor were calculated
from the least-mean-squares fit of the model to the data.

difference in mean reaction times between these 2 tasks, using
correlation matrices in Statistica software (STATISTICA 5.5A! StatSoft).
In addition, we performed the independent comparison of crossdimension versus intradimension analogy tasks, using repeated-measures
ANOVAs in Statistica software (STATISTICA 5.5A! StatSoft).
For further analyses, a second set of ROIs was defined independently
from the whole-brain contrasts, in order to ensure unbiased results.
Firstly, a lateral and a medial ROI were defined by averaging published
MNI coordinates of rostral prefrontal activation peaks in previous
analogy or relational reasoning studies. Studies were identified by
searches in the PubMed database for articles that included the word
‘‘fMRI’’ along with at least one of the phrases: ‘‘analogy,’’ ‘‘analogical
reasoning,’’ ‘‘relational reasoning,’’ or ‘‘relation integration.’’ Studies
were included if they investigated healthy young adults, and if they
reported one or more activations with peak coordinates falling within
BA10, when comparing analogy or relational reasoning tasks with
a control task. Of the 10 studies that fulfilled these criteria, coordinates
of the most significant peak of activation within lateral and/or medial
BA10 were collected, yielding a total of 8 maxima in lateral BA10
(Christoff et al. 2001; Ruff et al. 2003; Bunge, Wendelken et al. 2005;
Geake and Hansen 2005; Wendelken, Nakhabenko et al. 2008; Bunge
et al. 2009; Cho et al. 2009; Wendelken and Bunge 2009) and 4 in
medial BA10 (Ruff et al. 2003; Green et al. 2006, 2010; Wendelken,
Nakhabenko et al. 2008). Each activation peak was classified as lateral
or medial depending on whether its absolute 3 coordinate was greater
or less than the mean 3 coordinate of all activation peaks. Coordinates
reported in Talairach space were transformed into MNI space
(www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging) so that all coordinates were in
a common stereotaxic framework. The mean coordinates for lateral
BA10 were jxj = 39, y = 50, and z = 2, and those for the medial BA10
were jxj = 8, y = 59, and z = 19. They were used as centers of 8-mm
radius spheres to define ‘‘lateral’’ and ‘‘dorsomedial’’ ROIs in both
hemispheres. Superimposed on a standard template brain (ch2.nii MRI
template) provided by MRIcron (http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricron/) in MNI coordinates, the lateral ROI felt into the anterior
part of the middle frontal gyrus (MFG), on the border of the superior
frontal sulcus and next to the frontopolar gyrus. The dorsomedial ROI
was located in the medial part of the superior frontal gyrus (SFG)/
frontopolar gyrus.
Secondly, although in the analogy task responses are based on selfgenerated and stimulus-independent representations, they are based on
external stimuli in the match task. Burgess and Gilbert (Burgess et al.
2005, 2006; Gilbert et al. 2005; Gilbert, Simons, et al. 2006; Gilbert,
Spengler, Simons, Frith, and Burgess 2006; Gilbert, Spengler, Simons,
Steele, et al. 2006; Burgess, Dumontheil, and Gilbert 2007; Burgess,
Gilbert, and Dumontheil 2007) recently demonstrated that medial rostral
PFC is activated during conditions of stimulus-oriented processing when
contrasted to stimulus-independent processing. As a consequence,
a further ROI was defined from a previous study published by Gilbert,
Simons, et al. (2006), when contrasting stimulus-oriented versus
stimulus-independent thoughts and which MNI coordinates are x = 0,
y = 48, and z = –16. The third ROI of this analysis, the ‘‘ventromedial’’ ROI
was thus defined as an 8-mm sphere centered on these coordinates. This
ventromedial ROI was located in the orbitofrontal cortex, rectus gyrus.
For this set of analyses, subjects’ parameter estimates for each
regressor were extracted using MARSBAR (http://marsbar.sourceforge.
net/), from the 5 ROIs described above, respectively, the left and right
lateral ROIs, the left and right dorsomedial ROIs, and the ventromedial
ROI. In each ROI, the means across subjects were plotted separately for
each task and each period of the trials (source and target periods). We
then used repeated-measures ANOVAs in Statistica software (STATISTICA 5.5A! StatSoft) to test for ‘‘within-ROI’’ task by period
interactions, and ‘‘between-ROI’’ region by task and region by period
interactions.

fMRI Results
In order to examine the involvement of BA10 in distinct
analogy processes, we looked for brain regions
1) That showed greater BOLD signal change for analogy than
match tasks. This would suggest involvement in generating
and organizing relational abstract representations.
2) That exhibited a greater difference between target and source
for analogy than match task. Assuming that self-generated
relational representations may be needed in both the source
and the target period, the mapping processes could be isolated
by subtracting the source activation from the target activation.
A greater BOLD signal difference between target and source
for the analogy than match task would more specifically reveal
the neural correlates of mapping.
We also looked for regions more activated during the match
compared with the analogy task, as rostral PFC has also
previously been differentially associated with stimulus-oriented
versus stimulus-independent processing (Gilbert et al. 2005;
Gilbert, Simons et al. 2006), which is relevant to our task.
1) Lateral rostral PFC BOLD signal increases from the source
period during the analogy task (Table 1; Fig. 2a)
The comparison of analogy and match tasks (Table 1)
demonstrated activation in a large bilateral network, including
rostral PFC (lateral BA10), dorsolateral (BA 8, 9, and 46) and
ventrolateral prefrontal cortices (BA 44, 45, and 47), superior
and inferior parietal cortices including the intraparietal sulcus
and angular gyrus (AG; BA 7 and 40), and inferior temporal (BA
20, 21, and 37) and occipital cortices (BA 18 and 19).
A further contrast between analogy and match tasks during
the source period alone revealed that lateral rostral PFC was
recruited from the source period (Table 1; Fig. 2a). Many of the
regions associated with the global analogy versus match
comparison were also activated when this comparison was
restricted to the source period only. These regions encompassed superior frontoparietal and rostral prefrontal areas
(lateral BA10 bilateral with a left dominance). On the contrary,
these regions were not observed at the chosen threshold during
the target period only for this comparison (Table 1; Fig. 2a).

Within analogy tasks, we also contrasted cross- versus
intradimension analogy tasks. In a whole-brain analysis, no
region was significant at a corrected threshold. An ROI analysis
performed in the previous lateral BA10 region associated with
the analogy task (ROI centered on peak coordinates –44, 50, –4)
showed no task effect between intra and crossdimension tasks
(F (15) = 2.9; NS) nor task by period interaction (F (15) = 0.1; NS).
Finally, given the difference in reaction times between analogy
and match tasks, we performed a correlation analysis between
the difference in parameter estimates extracted from BA10
maxima (MNI coordinates –44, 50, –4) and the difference in
reaction times between analogy and match tasks. This correlation was not significant (t (14) = 0.6; r = 0.17; NS). This suggests
that BOLD increase in this rostral lateral prefrontal activation for
analogy task is not simply related to an increase in time on task.
2) A dorsomedial rostral PFC signal increases during the target
period in analogy tasks
As mapping is very likely to take place during the target but
not during the source period, the contrast target versus source
is crucial to study these mapping processes. Thus, we
compared the target versus source contrast between analogy
and match tasks, by running a task by period interaction
analysis (Table 2; Fig. 2b). We used the contrast match versus
analogy task (at a P < 0.05 uncorrected) as an exclusive mask,
to exclude activation that was greater in the match than
analogy condition. In other words, this analysis identified
regions showing a greater period effect (target vs. source)
during analogy than match task, that is, a greater signal increase
from source to target for analogy than match task. The BOLD
signal increase encompassed rostral PFC (medial BA 10), the
superior and middle temporal gyri (BA 22, 42, 20, and 21), AG
and a temporoparietal region (BA 39 and 40), a medial temporal
region, the posterior cingulate and the precuneus. Activation
within rostral PFC was more medial and dorsal than one found
in the previous contrast (analogy vs. match tasks).
A within ROIs ANOVA comparing intradimension versus
crossdimension analogy tasks in the BA10 region identified by
this contrast (ROI centered on coordinates 18, 62, and 22) also
showed a task by period interaction (F (15) = 7.6; P = 0.015) but
no significant task effect (F(15) = 0.7; NS).
3) Ventromedial rostral PFC BOLD signal increases during the
match, compared with the analogy task
The contrast of match versus analogy task, across both
source and target periods, implicated a different network
(Fig. 2c; Table 3) that included bilaterally 1) medial PFC, both
ventrally and dorsally, including anterior frontal BA10 and
BA11, the subgenual area (BA 25), the anterior cingulated (BA
32) and laterally the SFG (BA 9); 2) the posterior cingulate (BA
23), retrosplenial cortices, and precuneus, 3) the medial
temporal cortex, including the hippocampus, and superior
and middle temporal gyri in their anterior portion (BA 21, 22,
37, and 4), the occipital cortex (BA 18), and 4) the pericentral
region (BA 3/4/6).
A within-ROI ANOVA comparing intra versus crossdimension tasks in the BA10 region identified by this contrast
(centered on coordinates 0, 44, –16) did not show any
significant task effect (F (15) = 2.3; NS) nor a task by period
interaction (F(15) = 0.1; NS).
Again, given the difference in reaction times between our 2
tasks, we performed a correlation analysis between task
Cerebral Cortex Page 5 of 13
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accuracy in the analogy task (paired t-test: t (15) = 8.4; P < 0.001).
Within analogy task, accuracy was lower in crossdimension
(73.5%) than in intradimension (86.5%) tasks (paired t-test:
t (15) = 5.2; P < 0.001). Reaction times were also significantly different between analogy and match tasks (3530 ± 510 and 2205 ±
449 ms, respectively; paired t-test: t (15) = 14.4; P < 0.001), as well
as between crossdimension and intradimension tasks (3771 ± 583
and 3327 ± 490 ms; paired t-test: t (15) = 6.0; P < 0.001). Both
analogy tasks were significantly different from the match task in
accuracy (paired t-test crossdimension vs. match: t (15) = 7.7; P <
0.001; paired t-test intradimension vs. match: t (15) = –6.3; P <
0.001) and reaction times (paired t-test crossdimension vs. match:
t (15) = 13.5; P < 0.001; paired t-test intradimension vs. match:
t (15) = 14.4; P < 0.001).
The debriefing task showed that abstract rules were well
learned and recognized by the subjects (mean 22.8 ± 3.34 SD of 28
rules recognized in the test group vs. mean 15.2 ± 4.87 SD in the
naı̈ve group who had not encountered the analogy task before). A
t-test showed a significant difference between the 2 groups
(t (25) = 4.9; P < 0.001). This confirmed that participants learned
explicit representations of the rules during the fMRI experiment.

Table 1
MNI coordinates of significant cluster maxima (the most significant maxima are given for each gyrus and BA) in the group analysis for the task effect (analogy vs. match across periods, analogy vs.
match during the source period only, and analogy vs. match during the target period only)
Anatomical regions

BA

Analogy versus match tasks
MFG rostral
10/46
MFG rostral
47/10
MFG
46
MFG
9
MFG
8
IFG
44
IFG
45
IFG
47

Thalamus
Target analogy versus target match
IFG
47
IFG
45/47
ITG
37
ITG
20
SMG
40
AG
39/40
Precuneus
7
Postcingulate
29
STG
21/22
STG
42
Cuneus
18
LG
19
Thalamus
Caudate

!44,
!34,
!46,
!48,

50,
54,
44,
14,

!4
!6
10
48

Z scores (n voxels)

P values

5.12
4.03
4.20
4.74

\0.001*,**
\0.001*
\0.001*
\0.001*,**

(364)
(364)
(364)
(387)

!52, 22, 36

4.28 (387)

\0.001*

!34, 32, !2

3.39 (16)

\0.001

!28, !50, 30
!44, !50, 52

4.97 (1303)
4.80 (1303)

\0.001*,**
\0.001*,**

5.58
3.33
3.79
4.81

\0.001*,**
\0.001*
\0.001
\0.001*,**

!26,
!60,
!34,
!54,

!72,
!48,
!54,
!56,

2
!4
0
!14

(251)
(350)
(57)
(350)

4.69 (264)

\0.001*

4.02
5.20
4.94
4.93

(44)
(1270)
(1270)
(1270)

\0.001
\0.001*,**
\0.001*,**
\0.001*,**

!2, 28, 46
0, 18, 50
!48, !42, 46
!20, !60, 48
!46, !62, !12

4.20
4.89
5.87
5.60
6.07

(404)
(404)
(5456)
(5456)
(5456)

\0.001*
\0.001*,**
\0.001*,**
\0.001*,**
\0.001*,**

!14, 2, !4
!10, 8, 0

3.70 (49)
3.45 (49)

\0.001
\0.001

!50, 18, !6

3.71 (44)

\0.001

!58, !60, !14
!58, !32, !18

4.00 (32)
3.71 (181)

\0.001
\0.001*

!40, !50, 32
!6, !52, 68
!8, !38, 12

3.50 (32)
3.54 (19)
3.37 (36)

\0.001
\0.001
\0.001

!54, !30, 16

3.68 (49)

\0.001

!28, !70, 2
!22, !28, 14
!20, !16, 20

4.26 (239)
3.37 (12)
3.89 (63)

\0.001*
\0.001
\0.001

!48, 46, 0
!30,
!42,
!52,
!50,

24, !4
4, 30
12, 40
28, 32

Right coordinates

Z scores (n voxels)

P values

44, 42, 30

3.56 (68)

\0.001

62,
52,
32,
32,
26,
40,
24,
20,

3.41
4.61
4.07
3.53
4.68
4.83
4.65
5.51

(11)
(68)
(48)
(38)
(928)
(928)
(928)
(1403)

\0.001
\0.001
\0.001
\0.001
\0.001*
\0.001*
\0.001*
\0.001*,**

56, !38, !12
10, !92, 26
18, !8, 18
0, !16, 10

4.03
4.68
3.67
3.95

(65)
(1403)
(27)
(77)

\0.001
\0.001*
\0.001
\0.001

34, 44, !12
32, 28, !4
44, 6, 34

3.64 (21)
5.33 (110)
5.03 (539)

\0.001
\0.001**
\0.001*,**

50, 36, 26
32, 6, 64
6, 24, 44

5.29 (539)
4.25 (171)
3.49 (404)

\0.001*,**
\0.001
\0.001*

42, !36, 42
26, !56, 46

6.21 (6933)
6.11 (6933)

\0.001*,**
\0.001*,**

40, !70, !16

6.18 (6933)

\0.001*,**

10, 12, 2
4, !16, 12
4, !28, !4

3.43 (15)
4.04 (108)
4.26 (194)

\0.001
\0.001
\0.001*

52, 18, !8
48, 20, 4

3.48 (17)
3.44 (13)

\0.001
\0.001

58, !36, 40
46, !52, 42
2, !60, 60

3.68 (25)
3.46 (32)
3.39 (13)

\0.001
\0.001
\0.001

70, !24, 2

3.77 (37)

\0.001

8, !90, 28
32, !66, 2

4.97 (235)
4.28 (234)

\0.001*,**
\0.001*

18, !8, 18

4.16 (134)

\0.001

16, 16
32, 28
26, !4
46, !12
!46, 32
!52, 48
!72, 56
!76, 2

Note: Coordinates correspond with the MNI template brain. Statistical maps were thresholded for significance at P \ 0.001 uncorrected, with a cluster size of at least 10 voxels. Z scores and P values
and the number of voxels in the activated clusters (in round brackets) are reported at this threshold. For all reported activations, FWE-corrected P values \0.05 at the adjusted cluster level (extent cluster
correction) are indicated by * and FWE-corrected P values \0.05 at the voxel level are indicated by **. IFG: inferior frontal gyrus; IOG: inferior occipital gyrus; IPL: inferior parietal lobule; ITG: inferior
temporal gyrus; LG: lingual gyrus; MTG: middle temporal gyrus; SMA: supplementary motor area; SMG: supramarginal gyrus; SPL: superior parietal lobule; STG: superior temporal gyrus.

differences (analogy – match) in 1) parameter estimates and 2)
reaction times. In medial ventral rostral PFC (ROI centered on
MNI coordinates 0, 44, –16), this correlation was not significant
(t (14) = –0.4; r = –0.10; NS).
In summary, these findings highlight 3 different patterns of
activation within the rostral PFC (Fig. 3). First, a lateral
subregion was activated as soon as the source was presented
when the analogy task was compared with a simple match
task. Second, a more polar and dorsomedial subregion was
more active during the target than during the source phase.
Third, more ventral medial subregions of rostral PFC were
more activated during the match than during the analogy
task.
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4) Independent ROI analyses (Fig. 3)
As described in the Materials and Methods section, right and
left lateral, dorsomedial and a ventromedial ROIs were defined
from previous studies involving BA10, in order to examine the
involvement of distinct rostral subregions in each condition.
Within ROIs: ANOVAs Comparing Analogy and Match
Tasks
Within the left lateral ROI (MNI coordinates –39, 50, 2), there
was a significant task effect (a higher BOLD signal during
analogy than match task, F (1,15) = 16.8; P <0.001) but no task
by period interaction (F (1,15) = 1.0; NS). A paired t-test
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AG
40
IPL
40
SPL
7
LG
19
MTG
21
MTG
37
ITG
37/20
Cuneus
18
Caudate
Thalamus
Source analogy versus source match
MFG rostral
10/46
MFG rostral
47/11
IFG
47
IFG
6/44
IFG
44
IFG
45
SFG
6/8
SFG medial
8/32
SMA
8
AG
40
SPL
7
ITG
37
IOG
19
Pallidum
Caudate

Left coordinates

Figs. 2b and 3). Finally, in the ventromedial ROI (0, 48, –16), in
contrast with the dorsomedial ROI, there was a task effect but
no task by period interaction. This shows that the increase of
signal in this region for match relative to analogy task was not
significantly modulated by source and target periods. This is
convergent with the previous match versus analogy contrast,
which showed an activation peak in medial BA10 (coordinates
0, 44, –16).

performed between ‘‘target analogy’’ versus ‘‘target match’’ was
significant (t (15) = 2.9; P = 0.011), as well as the comparison
between ‘‘source analogy’’ versus ‘‘source match’’ (t (15) = 3.1;
P = 0.008). For the right lateral ROI (coordinates 39, 50, 2), no
effect was significant (task effect: F (1,15) = 0.7; NS); task by
period interaction: F (1,15) = 0.01; NS). Within the right
dorsomedial ROI (coordinates 8, 59, 19), there was a significant
task effect (F (1,15) = 4.9; P = 0.043), and task by period
interaction, with a greater difference between target and
source periods in the analogy than match task (F (1,15) = 4.8;
P = 0.044). For the left dorsomedial ROI (coordinates –8, 59,
19), task effect (F (1,15) = 3.5; NS) and task by period
interaction (F(1,15) = 1.1; NS) were not significant. Finally,
within the ventromedial ROI (coordinates 0, 48, –16), there was
a significant task effect (a higher BOLD signal during match
task, F (1,15) = 8.2; P = 0.012) but no task by period interaction
(F (1,15) = 0.2; NS).
In sum, we found a significant task effect in the left lateral
ROI (–39, 50, 2), in favor of the analogy task. This result is
consistent and the region spatially close to the one found in the
whole-brain analysis (Table 1; Figs. 2a and 3) when contrasting
analogy and match tasks (activation peak: –44, 50, –4). In the
right dorsomedial ROI (8, 59, 19), we found a task by period
interaction showing that the increase of signal in this region
from source to target is greater for the analogy than match task.
This result is highly concordant with the task by period
interaction conducted on the whole brain, which exhibited
a very similar region (activation peak: 18, 62, and 22) (Table 2;

Discussion
The objective of this study was to examine the role of the
rostral PFC in analogical reasoning. A novel experimental
paradigm was designed to dissociate different processes that
have been proposed to play a role in analogical reasoning: the
generation of abstract representations and the mapping of
these representations. Analyses at both the ROI and wholebrain level indicate 2 principal new findings (Fig. 3). First,
within the rostral PFC, a lateral BA10 region was found to be
activated during any phase of analogical reasoning, compared
with a control task that involved attribute matching only.
Unlike other rostral prefrontal regions, this region was
activated from the time of the presentation of the source
alone, in other words, before the source could be compared
with a target. This may suggest that this region is involved in
generating or processing abstract and structured representations, processes that are needed in both phases of analogy tasks.
However, it cannot be excluded that the activation in this
region during the target period reflects its involvement in
additional processes, such as relational mapping, or is due to
Cerebral Cortex Page 7 of 13
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Figure 2. Significant signal change between conditions in 4 distinct analyses (P \
0.001 uncorrected, minimum extent: 10 voxels): (a) the contrast ‘‘analogy versus
match’’ during source (in orange) is superimposed with the contrast analogy versus
match during target (in red); (b) greater period effect (target--source) in the analogy
than in the match task (obtained from a task by period interaction with exclusion of
regions more activated in match than analogy task); and (c) the contrast match
versus analogy.

Between ROIs: Region by Task and Region by Period
Interactions
Figure 3 suggests that the left lateral, right dorsomedial, and
ventromedial ROIs within rostral PFC exhibit distinct profiles.
Firstly, when comparing analogy and match tasks during the
source period, only in the lateral ROI was there a significant
difference. ANOVAs confirmed that during the source period,
task by region interactions were significant (highlighted by
black stars on Fig. 3) when comparing both lateral versus
dorsomedial ROIs (F (1,15) = 29.7; P < 0.001), and lateral versus
ventromedial ROIs (F (1,15) = 33.0; P < 0.001). This suggests
that during source, the lateral ROI is more activated for analogy
task than the other ROIs.
Secondly, when comparing analogy and match tasks during
target period, there was a significant task by region interaction
when testing the following ROIs (highlighted by white stars on
Fig. 3): lateral versus dorsomedial (F (1,15) = 23.3; P < 0.001),
lateral versus ventromedial (F (1,15) = 20.3; P < 0.001),
dorsomedial versus ventromedial (F (1,15) = 8.8; P = 0.010). More
precisely, there was a greater difference between ‘‘target analogy’’
and ‘‘target match’’ in the lateral than in the dorsomedial ROI.
Finally, and importantly, there was a significant period
(‘‘source analogy’’ vs. ‘‘target analogy’’) by region interaction
between the lateral and dorsomedial ROIs (F (1,15) = 14.9; P =
0.002). In other words, the difference between target and
source during analogy was greater in the dorsomedial than in
the lateral ROI (highlighted by an orange star in Fig. 3). Taken
together with previous results, this suggests that source and
target periods did not equally activate these 2 ROIs: The lateral
ROI was activated during both periods, whereas the dorsomedial was more activated by the target period.

Table 2
MNI coordinates of significant cluster maxima (the most significant maxima are given for each distinct gyrus and BA) in the group analysis for the task by period interaction ([Target Analogy ! Source
Analogy] ! [Target Match ! Source Match])
BA

SFG medial
SG
Midcingulate
Postcingulate
PaC
PIns
SMG
AG
STG/AG/TPJ
Precuneus
STG
MTG
STS
Hippo.
PHippo.
Amygdala
Cuneus
Caudate
Putamen

10
25
23/32
29
4/5
40
39
42/39/40
7!23
21/37
20/22
22

Left coordinates

Z scores (n voxels)

P values

0, 0, !8
!4, !26, 36
!8, !38, 12
!6, !48, 68

3.70
3.73
4.83
3.31

\0.001
\0.001
\0.001*
\0.001

(36)
(28)
(182)
(40)

4.42 (455)
5.25 (443)
3.64(15)
4.61 (121)
3.72 (73)

\0.001*
\0.001*,**
\0.001
\0.001
\0.001

!16, !14, !18
!32, !34, !8

4.52 (46)
4.21 (102)

\0.001
\0.001

!22, 10, 26
!32, 6, 12

4.24 (79)
3.48 (19)

!50,
!58,
!14,
!58,
!60,

!56,
!30,
!58,
0, 2
!28,

38
14
30
!16

18
\0.001
\0.001

Right coordinates

Z scores (n voxels)

P values

18, 62, 22

3.82 (16)

\0.001

8, !40, 28

3.74 (23)

\0.001

34, !22, 2
52, !32, 26
50, !52, 32

3.79 (148)
5.14 (1131)
4.47 (1131)

\0.001
\0.001*,**
\0.001*

16, !52, 32

4.00 (37)

\0.001

44, !4, !12
58, 2, 8
30, !22, !16

4.28 (43)
4.32 (192)
3.89 (13)

\0.001
\0.001*
\0.001

28, 2, !16
6, !90, 28
22, !10, 20
32, !4, 2

3.72
3.92
3.74
3.60

\0.001
\0.001
\0.001
\0.001

(10)
(134)
(52)
(74)

Note: Coordinates correspond with the MNI template brain. Statistical maps were thresholded for significance at P \ 0.001 uncorrected, with a cluster size of at least 10 voxels. Z scores and P values
and the number of voxels in the activated clusters (in round brackets) are reported at this threshold. For all reported activations, FWE!corrected P values \0.05 at the adjusted cluster level (extent
cluster correction) are indicated by * and FWE!corrected P values \0.05 at the voxel level are indicated by **. Hippo: hippocampus; IFG: inferior frontal gyrus; MTG: middle temporal gyrus; PaC:
paracentral region; PHippo: parahippocampus; Pins: posterior insula; SG: subgenual region; SMG: supramarginal gyrus; SPL: superior parietal lobule; STG: superior temporal gyrus; STS: superior temporal
sulcus; and TPJ: temporo-parietal junction.
Table 3
Significant brain activation for match versus analogy tasks
Anatomical regions

BA

Left coordinates

Z scores (n voxels)

P values

Right coordinates

Z scores (n voxels)

P values

MOrbG
SG
SFG/MFG
Cing.
PaC/SMA
Pericentral
MTG
STS
STS
IOG/LG/FG
Hippo.
Caudate

11/10
25
9
23/24
4/6
3/4/6
21/38
38
22
18

!6, 50, !10

5.77 (1253)

\0.001*,**

!24, 42, 40
!4, !32, 52
!10, !22, 68
!54, !8, 50
!54, 6, !18

3.81
5.94
4.59
3.79
4.26

\0.001
\0.001*,**
0.001*
\0.001
\0.001*

0, 44, !16
0, 14, !14
30, 30, 40
0, !50, 24

5.96
5.38
3.76
4.86

(1253)
(1253)
(117)
(2605)

\0.001*,**
\0.001*,**
\0.001
\0.001*,**

!28, !84, !10
!26, !20, !18
!18, 26, !8

3.99 (110)
4.34 (124)
4.01 (23)

46,
40,
64,
56,
22,
24,

3.79
5.04
3.63
3.65
3.70
4.61

(100)
(495)
(30)
(31)
(20)
(164)

\0.001
\0.001*,**
\0.001
\0.001
\0.001
\0.001

(44)
(2605)
(2605)
(41)
(573)

\0.001
\0.001
\0.001

!16, 62
4, !20
0, 14
!2, 0
!86, !8
!12, !18

Note: The table shows the coordinates of significant cluster maxima (the most significant maxima are given for distinct gyrus/sulcus and BA) in the group analysis for match versus analogy contrast.
Coordinates correspond with the MNI template brain statistical maps were thresholded for significance at P \ 0.001 uncorrected, with a cluster size of at least 10 voxels. Z scores and P values and the
number of voxels in the activated clusters (in round brackets) are reported at this threshold. For all reported activations, FWE!corrected P values \0.05 at the adjusted cluster level (extent cluster
correction) are indicated by * and FWE-corrected P values \0.05 at the voxel level are indicated by **. Cing.: middle and posterior cingulate; FG: fusiform gyrus; Hippo.: hippocampus; IOG: inferior
occipital gyrus; LG: lingual gyrus; MOG: middle occipital gyrus; MOrbG: middle orbital gyrus; MTG: middle temporal gyrus; PaC: paracentral region; Pins: posterior insula; SG: subgenual region; SMA:
supplementary motor area; and STS: superior temporal sulcus.

a prolonged activity related to the source processes and that is
misattributed to the target period. Second, as part of a distinct
network, a dorsomedial region of BA10 was specifically involved
when the target appeared (i.e. during the target period) and not
during the source period. This may suggest that this region is
associated with comparison or mapping processes, rather than
with generating structured representations. Taken as a whole,
this study suggests a novel functional organization of rostral PFC,
with different subregions supporting distinct cognitive processes (Fig. 3). These processes may be involved not only in
analogical reasoning but may also in various other experimental
paradigms that activate BA10.
First Phase of Analogical Reasoning: Exploring Source
Stimuli and Making a Structured Representation
The frontoparietal network, including left lateral BA10 (Fig. 2)
associated with the analogy condition, is highly consistent with
the activations found in other studies of analogical reasoning. It
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also overlaps with the regions associated with tests of fluid
intelligence and relational integration tasks (Christoff et al.
2001; Ruff et al. 2003; Bunge, Wendelken, et al. 2005; Geake
and Hansen 2005; Wendelken, Nakhabenko et al. 2008; Bunge
et al. 2009; Cho et al. 2009; Wendelken and Bunge 2009).
Indeed, the averaged coordinates of peak activation in these
studies, used to define the center of our ROIs, fall very close to
our rostral PFC activation on the left hemisphere (–39, 50, 2 for
the former, –44, 50, –4 for the latter). However, the fact that
BOLD signal increases in this frontoparietal network during
the source period in the present study (before the source
could be mapped to the target) gives new indications about
its role. During the source period of analogy tasks, subjects
are required to generate a structured representation of the
stimuli.
These observed frontoparietal regions have been associated
with the manipulation of mental representations in working
memory (Christoff and Gabrieli 2000; Christoff et al. 2003), the
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Anatomical regions

polar region being recruited as a function of the degree of
abstraction of information to be processed in working memory.
More recently, Wendelken, Bunge, and Carter (2008) suggested
the role of such a network in organizing mental representations in working memory. These authors showed activation
in a frontoparietal network comparable with our findings—
including left lateral BA10—when comparing structured (organized) versus unstructured internal representations. In our
analogy task, the source set had to be manipulated in order to
find a structured representation of the rule that had to be
compared with the target set. In our match task, there was no
need to reorganize the presented information, as subjects had
to focus on one given visual attribute and use it to make their
decision. Concordant with this, in debriefing, all participants
noted that they had attempted to find structure in the source
set during analogy trials but not during match trials. In
analogical reasoning, the involvement of lateral BA10 in the
organization of representations has also been suggested by
Geake and Hansen (2005), when using different types of
analogy between strings of letters. In addition, Christoff et al.
(2003, 2009) showed a hierarchical organization of representations’ structure, the rostral lateral PFC being involved in the
highest level of abstraction.
This interpretation is also coherent with brain anatomy.
Although rostral PFC does not appear to have monosynaptic
efferent pathways to parietal cortex (Petrides and Pandya
2007), coactivation between rostral PFC and parietal cortex
could be mediated via their common connections with caudal
lateral prefrontal regions (Petrides and Pandya 1999). The

indirect connection of rostral PFC with parietal multisensory/
integrative via caudal prefrontal control regions could support
its role in building structured abstract representations.
How do we generate these structured representations?
Subjects may generate hypotheses about the expected structure or rule to discover. Hypothesis generation and rule finding
(Strange et al. 2001; Goel and Vartanian 2005; Reverberi et al.
2005) have indeed also been associated with the rostral PFC.
Similarly, the lateral rostral PFC (together with the intraparietal
sulcus) may specifically be implicated in exploratory phases of
tasks involving rule finding (Daw et al. 2006). And how are
these hypotheses generated? It could be argued that subjects
retrieve the rule-based knowledge necessary to find the rules
(e.g., letter identity, mathematical rules, and semantic knowledge). The retrieval of rules has been associated with anterior
ventrolateral prefrontal areas and posterior middle temporal
gyrus (Bunge 2004; Bunge, Wallis, et al. 2005; Donohue et al.
2005), regions that are also activated in our analogy task. This
may suggest that the retrieval of rule-based knowledge could
be responsible for middle temporal and anterior inferior
prefrontal activation in our study.
Our study does not allow us to distinguish the specific role
of each region activated during source. However, interpreted
together with other findings from the literature, it suggests that
the role of the rostral PFC in interaction with other regions is
to generate more structured and abstract mental representations. It is more difficult to discern the role of these regions
during target processing, because different cognitive processes
are required during this period; Moreover, we could not
Cerebral Cortex Page 9 of 13
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Figure 3. Differential activities within the rostral PFC for 3 identified subregions. On the left, activation obtained in the whole-brain analyses is superimposed on a frontal slice
(y 5 58) on a standard MRI brain and on a canonical surface brain in the MNI space. In orange: analogy versus match activating the lateral rostral PFC (maxima 5 !44, 50, !4);
in blue: task by period interaction, activating a more dorsal and medial part of the rostral PFC (maxima 5 18, 62, and 22); in green: match versus analogy, activating a ventral and
medial frontopolar subregion (maxima 5 0, 44, !16). On the right, graphs represent parameter estimates for the rostral prefrontal ROIs defined independently from the wholebrain analysis: lateral ROI (MNI coordinates 5 !39, 50, 2), dorsomedial ROI (MNI coordinates 5 8, 59, 19), and ventromedial ROI (MNI coordinates 5 0, 48, !16). A schematic
representation of each of these ROIs is shown on frontal slices of a standard brain (ch2.nii template provided by MRIcron in the MNI space), at the upper part of the figure.
Parameter estimates were extracted for each task (analogy and match) and period (source and target) and averaged between subjects. On the y axis are the values of the mean
parameter estimates across subjects and trials. This shows qualitative differences in activation profile of the 3 rostral prefrontal regions. Stars represent significant condition by
ROI interactions. In black are schematized the condition by ROI interaction for the ‘‘source analogy’’ versus ‘‘source match’’ conditions. In white are schematized the condition by
ROI interaction for the ‘‘target analogy’’ versus ‘‘target match’’ conditions. In orange is schematized the condition by ROI interaction for the ‘‘target analogy’’ versus ‘‘source
analogy’’ conditions.

exclude that some of the extended source activity might be
attributed to the target period.
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A Network More Activated during the Match Task
In both the whole brain and the ROI analyses, the ventromedial
rostral prefrontal region was less activated in the analogy task
than in the match task (Figs. 2c and 3). Other activations were
also observed in this contrast: more ventral prefrontal regions
(BA11 and BA25), posterior cingulate and retrospenial cortices,
anterior lateral temporal cortex, and medial temporal region.
Some of these regions are anatomically connected with the
rostral PFC, via the uncinate fasciculus and the cingulate
fasciculus (Petrides and Pandya 2007; Greicius et al. 2009). This
replicates previous findings that medial rostral PFC activation
may be observed in contrasts between stimulus-oriented
conditions, where participants base their responses on
perceptual information, versus stimulus-independent conditions, where participants must base their responses on
internally generated information (Gilbert et al. 2005, 2007).
In line with these studies, the match condition involves more
stimulus-oriented attending than the analogy condition, as
subjects have to focus on one visual feature displayed on the
screen. Conversely, they have to generate stimulus-independent
representations (representation of the structure of the displayed sets) in the analogy condition. This has been developed
in a more complete theory, the ‘‘gateway hypothesis’’ (Burgess
et al. 2005, 2006; Burgess, Dumontheil, and Gilbert 2007;
Burgess, Gilbert, and Dumontheil 2007) that argues for a role of
rostral PFC in attentional control between stimulus-independent
and stimulus-oriented representations.
The current ‘‘match versus analogy’’ network, including
medial rostral PFC, also broadly overlaps the so-called ‘‘default
network.’’ The default network is composed of a set of brain
regions that are more activated for low-demand tasks or rest
than for high-demand tasks, across a variety of different
situations (Raichle et al. 2001; Buckner et al. 2008). It is
thought to reflect certain types of cognitive processes that are
more common during easy tasks or passive states and that may
be suspended during performance of more effortful and goaldirected tasks. The nature of these processes is still a matter of
debate and beyond the scope of the present study. Previous
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Second Phase of Analogical Reasoning: Comparing and
Mapping
A specific network exhibited an interaction effect between
period (target vs. source) and task (analogy vs. match). This
target-related network during analogy includes a right dorsomedial subregion of BA10 (Fig. 2b). It is also composed of
a posterior parietal activation, in the AG extending to the
junction with temporal cortex (temporoparietal junction, TPJ)
and activation in superior and in medial temporal regions. An
independent ROI analysis (Fig. 3) converged and showed
a significant task by period interaction in this region. It also
showed that activity in the right dorsomedial rostral prefrontal
region during the analogy task is relatively low in the source
period. This suggests that unlike the lateral region, this
dorsomedial region may not be involved in generating abstract
relational representations.
Comparing ROIs, the region by task and region by period
interactions (Fig. 3) also suggest that this dorsomedial region is
activated during the ‘‘target analogy’’ and the ‘‘target match’’
conditions. In other words, this region was activated when
target stimuli were compared with source stimuli. There are at
least 2 ways of interpreting this result. First, it could suggest
a role for dorsomedial BA10 in the detection of a similarity
between dissimilar targets and sources (Gentner et al. 1993;
Holyoak and Thagard 1995; Gentner and Markman 1997;
Gentner and Medina 1998; Blanchette and Dunbar 2000;
Markman and Gentner 2000; Pothos 2005). Second, the
activation of this region could reflect the processes involved
in the comparison between what is expected (expectations
formed from the source set) and what is presented (the target
set) (Summerfield et al. 2006).
Regarding the first possibility, studies of visual categorization
argue for a role of the medial rostral PFC in detecting
similarities (Vogels et al. 2002; Koenig et al. 2005; Smith and
Grossman 2008). Koenig et al. (2005) observed a specific
network associated with similarity-based categorization (learning or use of novel categories), encompassing similar regions to
ours in medial rostral PFC and TPJ. These regions showed less
activation during rule-based categorization, in which visual
similarity was less important to perform the task. The TPJ is
a neocortical area that is thought to integrate distinct types of
information from other associative areas and has already been
observed in analogy studies (Wharton et al. 2000; Luo et al.
2003). This region seems to be crucial for similarity-based
categorization in neuropsychological studies (Grossman et al.
2002).
A recent study investigating analogical reasoning demonstrated the influence of semantic distance on dorsomedial BA10
activation (Green et al. 2010). More distant analogies (i.e., those
with reduced similarity between source and target) were
associated with greater rostral PFC activation. Although we did
not entirely replicate their results in the visual domain when
comparing cross and intradimension analogies, these sets of
data reinforce the idea that this region plays a crucial role in
detecting similarities between dissimilar items (Holyoak and
Thagard 1995). In connection with this, it is important to
underline that in the match task, source and target were not
similar, except for the attribute to match.

Regarding the second possibility, it has been proposed that
medial rostral PFC is involved in generating a template against
which to match observed information in the environment. This
template would allow anticipation of the forthcoming environment, thus facilitating perceptual decisions (Summerfield et al.
2006). Summerfield et al. (2006) found that the medial rostral
PFC (in a location close to the present dorsomedial ROI) is
more activated when perception matched subjects’ expectations. In the present study, the mental representations
generated during the source period would form the expectation against which to match the target set when it appears.
These hypotheses are consistent with the finding that during
the target period, the dorsomedial ROI seems to be activated in
both analogy (relational mapping) and match (attribute
mapping) tasks (Fig. 3). Finally, we should emphasize that
dorsomedial BA10 is likely to operate as part of a network,
together with other regions such as the TPJ and superior
temporal regions, whose respective roles in detecting similarities or storing templates will need further clarification.
Anatomically, these coactivations may be supported by direct
connections between rostral PFC and superior lateral temporal
areas, as shown in monkeys by Petrides and Pandya (2007).

Conclusion
To adapt our behavior to a changing world, we need to be able
to use our experience in order to transfer known solutions to
new situations. This is also how we learn, and it depends on our
ability to represent these known and new situations in
a structured way and to compare and detect similarity between
them. We present new findings showing the neural correlates
of these abilities within rostral PFC. A lateral rostral PFC
subregion appears to be involved during many phases of
analogical reasoning, starting with where one is required to
generate structured mental representations of stimuli. A
dorsomedial rostral PFC subregion seems instead to be
principally involved when one is comparing and detecting
similarities between 2 situations or between expected and
present. These processes and their neural correlates are likely
not only involved in analogical reasoning but may also relate to
patterns of rostral PFC activation in various other types of
experimental paradigm. This topic may have important
implications for understanding patterns of deficit in patients
with damage in the rostral PFC, whose problems in behavioral
adaptation to ill-structured situations are not well understood
(Mesulam 1986; Burgess et al. 2000; Burgess, Gilbert, and
Dumontheil 2007; Burgess et al. 2009).
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